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IMMEDIATELY
SLOAN FOUNDATION INVESTS $85,000
IN UM EXPERIMENTAL WRITING PROGRAM

dwyer/as
12/14/79
state + Chronicle
of Higher Education

By Mari beth Dwyer
UM Information Services
MISSOULA—
The University of Montana has been awarded an $85,000 grant by the Alfred P.
Sloan Foundation, New York, to fund an experimental writing program that will use
courses in computer programming and logic to teach English composition to freshmen.
The prestigious foundation is in effect betting on the UM experiment to produce
some nationally applicable solutions to problems of student literacy, which are
accelerating at an alarming rate.
Richard E. Walton, assistant professor of philosophy, who suggested the novel
approach to teaching composition, will direct the three-year project.

Roy F.

Touzeau, assistant professor of computer science, is the associate director.
The program will be governed by a faculty committee, whose members in addition
to Walton and Touzeau are, from the philosophy department, J. Ray Lanfear; from
computer science, John Barr, and from English, Gerry Brenner, Larry Barsness and
Richard Adler.
About 60 students, drawn mainly from a cross section of the freshman class,
will be selected for the program for each of two years, starting in the fall of
1980. The grant covers this period plus six months of advance preparation and six
months of follow-up and evaluation.
(over)
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The experimental program is an alternative to the traditional English composi
tion course, which has not proved equal to the challenge of teaching writing to a
generation of students more familiar with television than books.

It substitutes

three courses, to be taken in sequence during one academic year, for the usual
single composition course.
The first of these is a course in elementary computer programming that uses
the computer language called BASIC.
The second is a special logic course that explores language by means of
techniques and structures included in the academic discipline known as symbolic,
or mathematical, logic.
The last is a composition course that takes advantage of the work done in the
preceding two courses.
And how do the first two courses in the sequence enhance the third?

Just how

are computer programming and logic related to English composition?
Walton replies that the apparent similarity between a high-level computer
language and English has suggested to scholars that there is a connection between
writing a computer program and writing a piece of English prose.
To do either, the writer must have a design -- and that design will show in
the structure of the product.

For example, a prose composition (essay, memo, legal

brief, business letter, article, etc.)
graph dealing with a subtopic.

is divided into paragraphs, with each para

Likewise, a good computer program is broken down

into subprograms called subroutines.

Obviously, a large part of writing either a

computer program or a prose composition consists in logically breaking down the
subject matter into blocks.
"Our experimental writing program takes advantage of the resemblance of a
high-level computer language to English,"

Walton says, "and, more important, it

takes advantage of the similarity between the process of designing and writing a
computer program and that of designing and writing a prose composition."
(more)
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Walton says the superficial similarity between English and BASIC makes it easy
to convince the student that correct spelling and grammar are important because
if he makes a mistake in either in a computer language, the computer program
just won't work.
writing.

He calls the computer "an absolutely unforgiving critic of student

It will not, like a generous teacher, divine the student's intentions

and read what he means rather than what he writes."
After taking the computer programming course, the student will enroll in a
logic course designed to teach him what good form is and how to achieve it.

This

course is a mixture of applied linguistics and problem-solving.
The course is included in the program because the principal part of the work
of producing a piece of English prose lies in analysis and organization of the
material to be written about.

Similarly, the main portion of the work of writing

an effective computer program is a matter of analysis and organization.

The pro

grammer must first define his problem and next outline and select a means of solving
it.

Only then is he ready to code the solution.
So, it turns out that the rules of good style in writing prose are remarkably

like those of good programming.

The logic course builds a bridge from the student's

knowledge of good programming to good writing.
Walton and his colleagues are working on the hypothesis that the principal
fault in student writing is lack of good form.

They hope to improve their students'

writing form by improving their understanding of the writing process and cultivating
their writing discipline.

Discipline, says Walton, is largely a matter of habit;

for example, a good writer is habitually objective and fair-minded.
The goal of the experimental writing program is to make students capable of
doing a creditable job of writing the kind of prose, such as business letters,
memos and reports, that their work and other everyday affairs will require of them.
(over)
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If the program succeeds at the UM, it can be expected to be adopted by other
institutions with similar faculty and computer resources.
The UM program will use only a micro-computer system, much like that which
many high schools now have.
Will the UM's unorthodox method of teaching English composition work?

The

Alfred P. Sloan Foundation is staking $85,000 on the probability that it will.
Not only the foundation but educators throughout the country will be watching the
experiment with more than casual interest.
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